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This is a short guide that includes a few ideas for solo players. I wish I'd known myself before I started playing. This guide has two parts. In Part A, I make some general comments on different aspects of the game. In Part B, I outline some of the characteristics of the grouping to be played and propose a
research approach for each of them. 1. Tasks The tasks of the game and the Lord of skulls option are challenging to say the least. It may be worth starting with these options, which have been disabled (disable parameters advanced and additional material when setting up a new game) to avoid the
unnecessary annoyance that you still get to grips with the basics of the game. 2. Loyalty Always keep an eye on the loyalty of your cities (red flag resource) and don't let it drop below 0 or your empire's productivity will quickly stagnate. Each grouping has a building that increases loyalty in particular. 3.
Production and basic growth During all battles, it is easy to focus on military production and forget about other things. You start with one workers' building and one infantry building. the engineering building, the hero building and the airport must be searched. If you find yourself needing a lot of infantry, for
example, it may be worth building one or even two extra infantry buildings on the same base to speed up production. This is especially true later, when 3 airports allow aircraft to spam to a large extent. Labour building can also be duplicated to accelerate cational and basic development - sacrificing a little
time early on for much faster growth later. 4. Each game is different A lot depends on where you start - what bonuses the tiles offer, etc. If an AI player crushes you quickly, don't lose hope. This happened to me in my fifth or sixth game, when I had already won several times - that's just how things are
sometimes. It may even be worth positioning one of the AI players as an ally (available when setting up a new game) so you can give yourself a little less pressure at the beginning., and also see how AI handles strategy and tactics. 5. Each game is the same (a) Independent (grey) units are very
aggressive. When exploring, expect the worst and either reconnoitre valid, or use only units you can afford to lose. (b) Terrain, especially forests, is very important. You can collect easy kills by setting up your troops to trap opponents without their knowledge. P35, title 4.1 is by far the most important point
in the entire game manual. Also beware of obstacles such as cliffs and cliffs, which can greatly affect movement. c) Why can't I set up a new base? Space Marine and Necron bases have limitations that are discussed below. However, in addition to these, you must have enough resources! The more
bases are settled, the higher the price. But if you want to settle down, can't you make sure you're not too close to another base and that there are enough resources. I've played space soldiers. space soldiers. and guard (Astra Militarum or whatever). I don't have any advice on Orksi. The game requires
you to explore two techniques (from 5 or 6) at each level before moving to the next level. When really efficient units come later, it's worth thinking about how to get to higher levels with the fastest best research. Other research can also be very useful, and there is not only one way to do it! Each type of
army has the main acquisition costs (what it costs to buy units, etc.) and the main support costs (what it costs to maintain these units). It is useful to know what these are when deciding on the development of basic tiles. Sm is only allowed one base - (Space Venice!) - so the above observations on
production and base growth are particularly important. SM has the ability to drop 40 outposts on any visible box once in 10 turns, which can be a useful situational ability from time to time. Forced units: Body of Destruction Marines, Apothecaries. Why? The destroyers get a huge damage attack when they
haven't moved, but they're flat, so you want something in front, namely an ordinary Marine. Apothecaries provides the necessary healing ability. Unfortunately, they arrive quite late, so be prepared to churn out a lot of basic SM's cannon rehdhda in the meantime. Sm's basic weapon is a bolt. Main
purchase costs: Proposals Main support costs: Purchase requisitions, Energy Core research tree. Level 1 Armory, Tactical Doctrine Level 2 Dormitories, Krak Grenade Tier 3 Chapel, Devastator Space Marines Tier 4 Orbital Relay, Predator Tier 5 Extra Foot Armor, Thunderfire Cannon Tier 6
Apothecaries, Bolter Drill Note that Thunderfire Cannon can repair machines and empty tiles as well. NK can only build bases on tomb tiles, which have a green squiggle effect on them. Canoptek Spyder is a settler unit. Must-have units:Grave blades (early) Canoptek Spyder, Monolith (later). Why? The
tomb blade has a great movement and a spectacular melee zone attack, but you need to destroy the enemy with the first touch, since they are easily killed. Build a team of grave blades and send them to investigate. or keep strategic pieces of forest. Remember, anything they can't kill right away will
almost certainly be able to kill them in their turn. When stronger units appear, Monolith will be your friend. A huge attack on its Gauss Flux Arc (note: this must be chosen from every turn for some reason) and huge health to respond. Spyder is a support/settler unit, but it has a respectable melee attack
and can also repair machines (Monolith!) once the technology has been studied. In addition, it can spawn flocks of skarabs in 5 turn 15 twists that are fast, deadly and expendable. NK's basic weapon is Gauss. Main purchase costs: Main energy support costs: Ore Tier 1 Core Refinements, Hypostyle
Temple Tier 2 Canoptek Shelter Tier 3 Baroque Shrine, Scarab Hive Tier 4 Atomic Flayers, Fabricator Claw Array Tier 5 Extra JalkaväkiPanssari, Lord's Command Tier 6 6 Ark, Cryptex Datastyles Tier 7 Monolith, Nameless Causeway (Doom Scythelle level 8) There are research options to improve grave
blades if desired, but returns will decrease anyway. AM has no building restrictions. The game offers tile recommendations (white tiles) within range, but they are optional. Am's basic weapon is a laser. Forced units: Enginseer, Basilisk, tanks. Why? Enginseer is a settler unit and can also repair machines
and clear forest slabs, etc. As a fighter, it's not in the same league as Canoptek Spyder or Thunderfire Cannon, but no one is perfect. Last but not least, Enginseer can acquire the ability to build an imperial fortress, a very useful fixed defense. Basilisk has an amazing selection of 6 sables from which it
can make countless kills. The tank commander is an early powerful unit that can hunt with the Leman Rus herd, looking for targets for finishing the basilis. Main purchase costs: Food/ Ore Main support costs: Food / Ore Tier 1 Manufactorium, Shrine of Aquila Tier 2 Cult Mechanicus, Medi-Pak Tier 3
Heavy Weapon Squad, Tank Commander Tier 4 Basilisk, Hotshot Powerpaks Tier 5 Imperial Bastion, Leman Rus Tank Again, other routes are also possible, for example, leveling grenades, producing psykers, if desired. Orksi's basic weapon is melee. Forced units: Boyz, Meks, Battlewagon, Dakkajet
Why? Boyz is a basic unit of the infantry, but they remain effective in many turns. The Mek (settler unit) has 2 functions: settling new bases - and ork's urban outing is a good thing - and later for repair machines. Build these units continuously at the beginning. As Boyz begins to fade, move on to build
battle wagons; they are hard, but require large amounts until their lesions are updated. The key stone unit is Dakkajet-whch, which does not require an airport. 3 or 4 will be able to take the base with a couple of turns. Main purchase costs: Food/stallion/energy Main support costs:
Food/stallion/energy/effect orchids seem to have more loyalty problems than most, and have different cost requirements. It is particularly useful to have another work building (Scrap Shedz) at its bases early so that the shed can be addressed quickly. Otherwise, spam, spam, units, and mushroom
targeting basic tiles while you wait for other resources, as it will improve your garrison faster. Level 1 Kult ov Speed, Orchid Mushroom Tier 2 Grotz Homs, Mek Boys Yard Tier 3 Eavy Armor, Fighting Pitz Tier 4 Bigga Choppas, Scrap Shedz Tier 5 Battlewagon, Red Paint Job Tier 6 Battlewagon Big
Shootas, Freaking Rooms Tier 7 Dakkajet, Extra Vehicle Armor There is a different route for you to build Warbosses and heal them painboyz. Popular Steam guides Written guides, references and introductions They say the first 100 rounds of the civilization game are – you need to explore your
surrounding area, find who and what is around you, but also start doing first steps towards the style of play you choose. Ideally, you have at least another city or two down so far as well. The first 100 rounds are also important for another reason – they are a player's first encounter with a typically long-
lasting workout. These early twists and turns have to capture what a game like Civ is all about, teach the player the basics, but they also have clear paths of progression and change so that everyone is interested. I'm not sure Slitherne's upcoming game warhammer 40,000: Gladius - Relics of War has yet
to go down. Gladius is a turn-based 4X strategy game in the same way as civilization, although it's a more focused experience – there's no diplomacy, no culture or anything like that, and the tech tree seems to serve the pace of progress. You can play four groups: Space Marine, Astra Militarum, Orks
&amp; Necrons. Each grouping has unique gaming blunts (which are quite thematic) and unique winning conditions. At a recent event, we had access to Gladius. We didn't have time to make the first 100 laps, but we managed to make a clean 50. My city expanded as I got more tiles and built more
infrastructure. I encountered several hostile alien NPP, all of which I slaughtered because I am Necron. I encountered a catachan devil who chased and killed all my units, including the hero I recruited. I'm not skipping the first mission. There's one thing you can't deny, Gladius is a beautiful game. Proxy
developers have done a lot of work to live the planet gladius prime in sweeping forests, ruins, decay and desolate areas, and mystery. There is also a sense of height that even competes with civilization itself. Exploring the surrounding area was slower, perhaps slower than in the Civ game. There is no
scout unit in this game, and the terrain can reduce the unit's pace to indexing. In fact, the gaming world is probably comparable to the Civ game in average settings, but it feels like you probably aren't meant to get around too quickly, too soon. Gladius also has one of the cleanest, most functional and most
useful interfaces that I think I have ever encountered in this natural game. Everything is explained succinctly in detail, you will never be left wondering what anything will do. The interface itself is quite minimalist, leaving the gaming world to speak for itself. It's a strange thing to highlight in previews, but so
many games these days struggle to explain themselves or mess up the interface that when you come across some quality of this, it just stands out. The founder of your first city is typically the first thing you want to do on your first shift. There's an opportunity to inquire about optimal slash placement. You
don't want to do it later than the first couple of laps. Tiles in general are quite quite what they can offer your city, and since acquiring new properties is a matter of time, not cost, you can always achieve these lucrative tiles a little later. After the founder, your population will grow at a steady pace. Each tile
has a certain number of construction machinery that it can contain (and natural resources to exploit), so you have to get the tiles around you to expand your city limits and build more stuff. Civilization doesn't have that kind of control. Gladius Prime's world is incredibly hostile – NPC wanders through the
space between players/AI groups and attacks you. Lower levels provide a fine XP for your early army units and can be fodder for early exploration goals as well as depending on the faction. It takes greater power to bring down the larger ones. I had the unfortunate pleasure of capturing catachan devil,
and it wasn't until the end of the 50 turns that I finally managed to knock it over (for the price of a hero and several infantry units). These missions we mention provide most of gladius' aspirations before you meet other AI empires. These include building this thing, recruiting this unit, kill x number of these
things, and so on. They escalate in trouble as you progress through the numbers, and each chapter includes several consecutive tasks. The first chapter usually starts with you need to build some things and/or recruit some units and then go look for some NPC. A map hook will now appear showing where
you are looking for. I didn't do that far into the first chapter within 50 turns, mainly because the last target of the killing mission was the second half of Catachan Devil. These first 50 rounds were honestly a bit of a mixed bag, mainly because Gladius is an awfully slow game. Cities may take some time to
get to, units you can recruit to find more cities (except space soldiers who work differently) will not appear until later on at technical levels, and exploring the technology itself is a bit of a strange experience. The technology tree is divided into 10 levels, but there seems to be a lot of redundancy. You have
to explore the right building to build the unit and then the unit itself, not to mention actually building one of the necessary production buildings that may need more pop, which may need extra tiles, which takes time to acquire. We're not sure if the next 50 laps will be interesting anymore, or even 50 laps
after that. The environment is backing down a little bit, but only so much, and considering that expanding the empire can be a pretty tasteless effort, we're concerned that Gladius is struggling to keep the players interested long enough to be when faced with other factions. Even this can be a questionable
possibility – there will be no lack of diplomacy or other meaningful interaction In a game in Grimdark, but their absence may be sorely noticed in the 4X. But then. Ago. The last project – Pandora: First Contact – was also more of a war game than it was a real Civ-like one, so at least they have that
experience. When it was announced, Warhammer 40,000: Gladius - Relics of War raised eyebrows; Some of the ambitions of this combinations seen before, others because they wondered if this marriage would even work. We're not sure which side will eventually turn out to be right. Right.
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